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Templates
 1     FDOT Homepage     

 2     Office Homepage     

 3     Supporting Page     

 4     Project Homepage     

 5     Agency Topic Homepage   

 6     Specialty Sites     



FDOT Homepage
The FDOT Homepage template must be used for the FDOT 
Internet home page only. The intent of the FDOT Homepage 
template is to provide an introduction to FDOT through department-
wide news stories, navigation by customer-type, and department-
wide current popular topics. No Offices will be permitted to use 
the FDOT Homepage template. This and all templates feature 
the same emergency information banner, header, and footer with 
main level navigation, Google search, and social media links.

The FDOT Homepage is comprised of:
• Emergency Information Banner
• Header
• News
• Body
• Footer
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Emergency Information Banner
The emergency banner is displayed on a situational basis across all 
FDOT web pages simultaneously.  It will remain as a hidden portion 
of each page until activated manually by FDOT Public Information 
staff.  The banner will be used to issue alerts regarding impacts to 
major corridors and will remain visible until the situation has cleared.

Header
The header is included in all FDOT web pages and may not 
be edited.  The FDOT header includes the following:

▪ AGENCY NAME – The agency name and logo is visible in the 
top left corner of all FDOT web pages.  “Florida Department of” 
is stacked above “TRANSPORTATION,” which is prominently 
bolded and in all caps.  The logo resides to the left of the name.

▪ SEARCH BAR – The search bar appears in the upper right corner 
opposite the agency name.  Directly above the search bar are four 
permanent links.  E-Updates allows users to receive information to 
their email, FL511 directs to the 511 traffic information site, Mobile 
directs to the single-column, mobile-friendly version of the FDOT 
website, and Site Map lists all the FDOT pages alphabetically.  Search 
is powered by Google, and entries will appear in a Supporting Page.

▪ MAIN LEVEL NAVIGATION – In addition to Home, the 
main level navigation is comprised of the top six categories 
used to organize the FDOT website: About FDOT, Contact 
Us, Offices, Maps & Data, Performance, and Projects.



News Banner
The news banner features the current top five stories across 
the entire department.  These stories rotate from "1" through 
"5" every seven seconds to ensure that each is visible on the 
homepage and to add movement and color to the site.  A news 
article includes a headline, a caption followed by a “More...” link, 
and a corresponding 960 pixel by 400 pixel panoramic image.

Offices are encouraged to contribute their most important, 
exciting, and timely news stories with matching 
images to be included on the FDOT Homepage.

▪ HEADLINE – The headline must be 10 words or less.

▪ CAPTION – The caption must be newsworthy, spanning 
one to two sentences. The "More" link then directs readers 
to additional information which may include a press release 
or government website (including an FDOT webpage).

▪ IMAGE – The image must be high resolution so that it keeps 
its clarity at 960 by 400 pixels. The image must omit brands 
and faces unless the people pictured are public figures.



Body
The FDOT Homepage body is unique and must not be reproduced 
on any other page.  The body is designed to help customers 
narrow down their initial search through the following:

▪ CUSTOMER TYPE – There are three categories for customer 
type based on whether customers are looking for Traveler & 
Commuter, Business Partner, or Government related information.  
These categories are listed horizontally so that all three options are 
visible at once.  In addition to bold images that help identify the 
categories at first glance, each section lists various popular examples 
of the type of information represented on the following linked 
pages.  These pages serve as indexes for each customer type.

▪ PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT – Public Involvement is divided 
into Meetings and Events and well as Project Information, 
both of which list dates inviting the public to actively 
participate in projects and discussions state-wide. 

▪ TOOLS – The three square icons centered in the 
Body redirect travelers to some of the most frequently 
requested traveler information including a Facilities Map, 
SunPass information, and Florida 511 road alerts.

▪ FLORIDA INITIATIVES – In addition to a detailed 
listing on their own page, all the Florida Initiative icons 
rotate on the FDOT Homepage.  This rotation promotes 
each initiative while allowing for future icons to be added 
without requiring additional Homepage real estate.

▪ POPULAR TOPICS – Popular topics lists the top ten requested 
FDOT links to be manually updated based on Google Analytics 
results at any point in time.  These links may include popular news 
stories, emergency road closures, or current projects to name a few.



Footer
The footer is included in all FDOT web pages and may not be edited.

The top portion of the footer contains six links: Contact Us 
(replicated from the header), Employment, MyFlorida.com, 
Performance, Statement of Agency, and Web Policies & Notices.

The bottom left portion of the footer includes links to all main 
FDOT social media accounts including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, 
WordPress, and See Florida Go.  The bottom right corner restates the 
agency name as well as copyright information and the FDOT motto.



Office Homepage
The Office Homepage template is used once for every 
FDOT office as an introduction to the office.  This template 
includes prominent contact information, a brief overview 
of the office’s purpose, news, and office navigation. 

Office Homepages are comprised of:
• Emergency Information Banner
• Header
• Office Information Banner
• Body
• Footer
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Emergency Information Banner
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Header
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Office Information Banner
The office information banner is used only on the Office 
Homepage as an indicator that this is the top level navigation for 
each particular office.  The large image is intentionally designed 
to mimic the large image banner on the FDOT Homepage.

▪ OFFICE NAME – The office name is displayed at the top, directly 
under the primary header.  This name should be identical to way the 
office is listed on the Offices page (as linked in the primary header).

▪ CONTACT INFORMATION – The Office Manager should 
be listed for each office as well as the office address, phone, 
fax, and either an individual or group email address.  Additional 
contacts should be available in a office-specific staff directory.  
(This is not a link back to the FDOT Contact Us page.)

▪ LARGE OFFICE IMAGE – The large 730 pixel by 335 pixel 
panoramic image should relate to the nature of the office as a visual 
clue to customers looking for the correct page.  The image used should 
come from an approved source: either provided by FDOT, found on 
SeeFloridaGo.com, or granted permission for use by a third party.

NOTE: Text may also be embedded in the image to convey 
meaning, however this text should be limited to 10 words or less.



Body
The Office Homepage body is divided into two columns: a small, 
side navigation column and a wide, white, right column for content.

▪ SIDE NAVIGATION – The gray side navigation 
consists of two sections, each featuring five links.

The Office Resources section lists About Us, Divisions, Documents 
& Publications, Programs & Services, and Meetings & Events.  
Based upon common themes among all Offices, most if not all Office 
content should fall under one of these five headings.  The names 
and order of the Office Resource headings may not be altered.

The Most Requested section is a free area for each Office to 
list their own most requested and popular links.  If an Office 
wishes to list more than five, a sixth “More...” link may be 
added.  This would then link to a site index or a supporting page 
listing as many Most Requested items as the Office sees fit.

▪ WELCOME – The welcome area features a brief introduction to 
the Office and its purpose.  This short blurb should be no more than 
three sentences and is intended to let the customer know if they are 
on the correct office page or not. Extensive office information should 
be included in a "More" link that goes to the "About Us" link.

▪ NEWS – News items are Office-specific and include a title, date, 
and short introduction to the entry.  The number and age of news 
entries is not restricted, so it is requested that individuals use their 
best judgment on what is appropriate for each particular Office. 

Footer
Identical to FDOT Homepage



Supporting Page
The Supporting Page template is used for any page that is not a 
homepage.  A Supporting Page lists content or secondary navigation 
for pages including but not limited to Office Homepages, 
Project Homepages, and Agency Topic Homepages.

Supporting Pages are comprised of:
• Emergency Information Banner
• Header
• Supporting Page Banner
• Body
• Footer
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Emergency Information Banner
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Header
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Supporting Page Banner
The supporting page banner is used on every supporting page.

▪ HOMEPAGE NAME – The homepage name (Office, Project, or 
Agency) remains the same as the homepage name that preceded it.

▪ BREADCRUMBS – A list of breadcrumb links resides in the blue 
bar directly above the subtitle (page name).  This list should begin 
with the homepage name and end with the current page name.  If 
accessing this page requires navigating through additional supporting 
pages, those page names should appear in order between the 
homepage and current page names (separated by “ / ” as pictured).

▪ PAGE NAME – The subtitle (page name) appears in 
white text below the breadcrumbs in the blue bar.

▪ SMALL OFFICE IMAGE – The 205 pixel by 94 pixel thumbnail 
office image resides in the blue bar on the right.  It may represent 
either the individual page or the Office, Project, or Agency as a 
whole.  Often times this will be a thumbnail (small version of the 
large image) in the full sub-header.  This image may be omitted if 
the page name or breadcrumbs are lengthy and require extra space.



Body
The body of a Supporting Page template is a blank slate for 
whatever material may need to be listed.  The only requirements 
are that style conditions for headers and supporting text are 
mimicked from the homepage body for consistency.

Refer to the sample page on the left to identify how header and 
text styles are replicated in a table listing data and hyperlinks.

Shaded backgrounds may not be used in tables. 
All background colors must remain white.

Footer
Identical to FDOT Homepage



Project Homepage
The Project Homepage template is used for local and state-
wide projects with a start date, completion date, and budget.  
This template closely resembles the Office Homepage 
template with a few differences specific to highlighting project 
information.  The Project Homepage is used once per project 
and links to Supporting Pages for additional information.

Project Homepages are comprised of:
• Emergency Information Banner
• Header
• Project Information Banner
• Body
• Footer
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Emergency Information Banner
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Header
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Project Information Banner
Identical to Office Homepage Office Information Banner

NOTE: “Office Manager” is replaced with “District Office” followed 
by the name and title of that district’s secretary. The telephone, fax, 
and email information may be directed to another individual.



Body
The body of a Project Homepage is nearly 
identical to that of an Office Homepage.

▪ SIDE NAVIGATION – The gray side navigation menu consists of 
an optional project logo, Project Resources, and Travel Updates.

Each project may optionally display a project logo at the top of the side 
navigation.  The logo should be no wider than 190 pixels and no taller 
than 250 pixels.  This logo is reserved for Project Homepages only.

The Project Resources section lists seven links including About 
the Project, Documents & Publications, Email Updates, FAQs, 
Photos, Public Notices, and Schedule.  If a Project wishes 
to list more than seven, an eighth “More...” link may be 
added.  This would then link to a supporting page listing as 
many Project Resources items as the Project sees fit.

Because projects affect travel times and driving conditions, the 511 
logo must appear beneath the Travel Updates header for every project.  
This logo will link to the Florida 511 website (http://fl511.com).

▪ WELCOME – The welcome area features a brief three-
sentence introduction to the Project and its purpose. 
Extensive office information should be included in a 
"More" link that goes to the "About Us" link.

▪ PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE – Key project information is 
listed in the Project Homepage body under the Project At-A-
Glance headline.  This section is broken into two columns.

The left column may include an optional informational video 
followed by a required map linking to the project’s location.

The right column includes the following information: District - designated 
by written number followed by region in parenthesis such as “Four (South 
Florida)”, Start Date, Est. Completion Date, Cost, Length & Limits, 



Contractor, and Project Manager - designated with both name and title.

▪ SOCIAL MEDIA – Projects may have unique social media 
accounts listed in the bottom body under the Social Media 
header.  These must be listed in the body as text links 
to eliminate confusion with primary FDOT social media 
accounts.  If none are applicable, the section is omitted.

Footer
Identical to FDOT Homepage



Agency Topic Homepage
The Agency Topic Homepage template is specific to topics such 
as plans and initiatives as opposed to Offices or Projects.

Agency Topic Homepages are comprised of:
• Emergency Information Banner
• Header
• Agency Topic Information Banner
• Body
• Footer
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Emergency Information Banner
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Header
Identical to FDOT Homepage

Agency Topic Information Banner
Identical to Office Homepage Office Information Banner

NOTE: “Office Manager” is replaced with the name of the 
managing Office in bold.  This precedes the name of the 
primary contact followed by their title and office in italics.



Body
The Agency Topic body is a hybrid between the Office Homepage 
body and Supporting Page body.  It eliminates the left side navigation 
and instead uses both full-width and right/left column headers.

▪ WELCOME – The welcome area features a brief three-sentence 
introduction to the Agency Topic and its purpose.  Additional 
information may be included as a "More" link following the 
introduction. The Welcome section spans the width of the body.

▪ RESOURCES – The Resources section mimics the side 
navigation menu seen on other pages, though there are no 
restrictions on the types of links that may be listed.  If the 
Resources section lists more than five links, a sixth “More...” 
link may be added.  This would then link to a supporting page 
listing as many Resource items as the Agency Topic sees fit.

▪ NEWS – News items are Topic-specific and include a title, date, 
and short introduction to the entry.  The number and age of news 
entries is not restricted, so it is requested that individual judgment 
be used on what is appropriate for each particular Topic. News 
is listed adjacent to Resources in the wide, right column.

▪ IN PARTNERSHIP WITH – The logos of any agencies that work 
in partnership with this Topic may be displayed at the bottom of the 
body.  The "In Partnership With" section spans the width of the body.  
Logos may be no taller than 120 pixels, no wider than 200 pixels, and 
must fill a row horizontally before a second row is created below.

Footer
Identical to FDOT Homepage



Specialty Sites
If your site does not fall within any of the categories 
listed above, please contact the Web Support Team.

websupport@dot.state.fl.us 

Additional templates will be developed on an as-
needed basis. These templates will continue to follow the 
same look and basic design as all other FDOT sites.
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